Centre of Embodied Shamanism

Basic Embodied Shamanic Journey
A magic retreat to the core of
your heart & soul

This retreat is a healing journey of Heart & Soul,
to shed your old skin and layers, rebalance the
elements within yourself and connect with your
inner wisdom. Coming home to yourself, to live
authentically and stand up for who you are and
what your true mission is on earth.
This path is open for everyone.
Shamanism has been used since ancient times
for healing and problem solving, to restore the
balance of the individual and collective field.
During this basic shamanic journey, you will be
introduced to some powerful basic principles and
healing techniques that have been used by
medicine men and women all over the world for
thousands of years.
This week is an invitation to open yourself to
your connection with the spiritual/energetic
worlds and to focus on power, inner wisdom,
love, light, surrendering to a new path. An intense
initiation to be able to come home in the greatest
place of power: within yourself.
Parts of this journey:
Introduction to animism and shamanism
worldwide
Connecting with the elements, the different
worlds, the ancestors, spirits, guides and
power animals
Principles of shamanic healing: our deepest
wounds are our greatest power and challenge
Connecting with the medicine wheel &
medicine walk
Empowering yourself, learning to restore and
protect your power and obtain knowledge and
wisdom for yourself, for your relations, for all
you love and care, and for all your relations
Rituals, ceremonies and initiations on Earth,
Water, Fire and Air/Wind, based on wisdom of
(indigenous) cultures worldwide
Ceremony with sacred Huachuma
Practical exercise, shadow work, quest &
spending time in nature
Shamanic yoga & dance

www.TempleoftheEarth.org

Facilitators:
Veerle Phara & Yves
supported by Mascha & Tom Guillermo
Contribution Basic Week: € 1299
- Early bird €1199,- before 31.05
18-24 July (basic week)
10-17 August (advanced week)
Included:
* training & facilitators
* accommodation in comfortable yurts with
compartiments, sanitary use, swimming pool, lake
* delicious vegan meals by our Rainbow kitchen team
Excluded:
* flights + transport to Aljezur
extra days before or after the training days (€
35,-/p/night)
* individual lodging or 2 persons lodging (ask prices)
*personal insurance
*use of sauna
Info & booking:
info@templeoftheearth.org (Veerle Phara)

